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Lecture-based teaching paired with laboratory-based exercises is most used in cybersecurity instruction. However, it focuses more on theories and models but fails to provide learners with practical problem-solving skills and opportunities to explore real-world cybersecurity challenges. Problem-based Learning (PBL) has been identified as an efficient pedagogy for many disciplines, especially engineering education. It provides learners with real-world complex problem scenarios, which encourages learners to collaborate with classmates, ask questions and develop a deeper understanding of the concepts while solving real-world cybersecurity problems. This paper describes the application of the PBL methodology to enhance professional training-based cybersecurity education. The authors developed an online laboratory environment to apply PBL with Knowledge-Graph (KG) based guidance for hands-on labs in cybersecurity training. Learners are provided access to a virtual lab environment with knowledge graph guidance to simulated real-life cybersecurity scenarios. Thus, they are forced to think independently and apply their knowledge to create cyber-attacks and defend approaches to solve problems provided to them in each lab. Our experimental study shows that learners tend to gain more enhanced learning outcomes by leveraging PBL with knowledge graph guidance, become more aware of cybersecurity and relevant concepts, and express interest in keep learning of cybersecurity using our system.
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1 Introduction

Existing cybersecurity instruction materials are mainly managed in a traditional lecture-centric fashion [16], in which instructors arrange learning materials and corresponding lab content based on the list of selected topics. However, the inter-lab dependencies are usually complicated and unclear, hindering both learners and instructors from managing learning and teaching materials coherently. As a result, most of the available cybersecurity hands-on labs fall short of learner needs. These labs typically follow a step-by-step approach and consist of series of tasks presented to learners to work on. Still, they are not designed to build problem identification and solving skills and fall short of helping learners to gain a deep understanding of cybersecurity concepts. A few critical issues that need to be addressed are [6][15]:

- Current hands-on lab projects do not provide sufficient problem-based learning design and problem-solving experiences to students.
- Students lack the skills and experience due to lack of practice, and hands-on lab projects need to incorporate more opportunities to develop these skills.
- Hands-on lab projects need to introduce more awareness amongst students of cybersecurity practice and its impact.
- The existing hands-on lab projects strategies in cybersecurity need to become more student-centered.

To meet these challenges, this study aims to apply PBL [23] on cyber-security hands-on lab projects. In PBL, instructor acts as a facilitator and a mentor rather than the source of the solution and presents the students with a problem instead of lectures and assignments. As the students are not handed any content, the learning becomes more active. It encourages students to explore and work with the specific contents identified as important by the instructor to find a solution to the problem.

As the hands-on lab is the most critical learning approach for cyber-security education [26], we focus on laboratory experience. To apply PBL to cybersecurity labs, we developed a cloud-based hands-on lab environment by rearranging lab materials in a problem-centric fashion. All lab materials in the system, including hands-on lab instructions and related documents, are processed, and a list of problems is identified as goals for each lab.

We then construct Knowledge Graph (KG) [18] for each lab based on these problems identified. Nodes in these knowledge graphs are cybersecurity-related concepts and domain-specific knowledge mentioned or required in each lab. These concepts and knowledge are obtained by applying a data mining algorithm when processing the lab materials. The KG also provides rich learning materials for each node, including definition, tutorial, example applications, and other external resources (Wikipedia Link, YouTube videos, etc.). Accessible to all learners in a Web UI, the constructed KG is utilized as guidance during the PBL process during each lab, which will significantly enhance learners’ problem-solving experience. To better understand how our PBL lab with KG guidance approach affects the learning process of learners, we conducted a qualitative analysis of our lab system by interview users of the system. We looked at multiple factors during the interviews, including users’ problem-solving behaviors, their motivations for doing the labs, how they use the knowledge graph, and their willingness to continue their learning...
using the system. By interviewing learners who used our PBL lab system with KG guidance during a cybersecurity professional developing event and analyzing their training performance, we found that learners tend to gain better learning outcomes, become more aware of cybersecurity, and express more interest in the cybersecurity area.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the background of Computer Science Education, Problem-based learning, the lab system, and Knowledge Graph. Section 3 explains the system architecture and the approaches used to construct the problem-based learning virtual lab environment with knowledge graph as guidance and how we emphasize it for cybersecurity education. Section 4 reports the detail of our interview and the qualitative analysis design. Section 5 covers the qualitative analysis process and the analysis result. Finally, we provide a discussion and conclusion of the paper in Sections 6.

2 Related Work
2.1 Computer Science Education Research

Computer science is a developing and diverse academic discipline following the rapidly changing of the technology itself. A large amount of effort and researching of issues concerning the teaching and learning of computer science are even more diverse. A lot of research is published by instructors in computer science education who shared their own experiences of teaching a certain course or using a certain tool. Many of them are facing challenges when developing a new course or teaching a new technology, they then implemented some innovation in the instruction process of the course. The effect of the innovation is then evaluated in a publication based on students’ learning outcomes and feedback. For example, instructors created VIPLE [27], an opensource visual programming language for robotics courses, in an effort to integrate design process, workflow, programming concepts, control flow, parallel computing, event-driven programming into curriculum. New forms of instruction are also being introduced to enhancing student learning experience. Online resources like Wiki Web sites are being used during classes for collaboration and for publication of course assignments to introduces new ways of learning, improves collaboration, improves learning results, and increases self-directed learning skills. Advance technologies are also being brought into the classroom to improve learning experience [28]. Mobile phones with combinations of face detection and recognition algorithms have been used to record student activities and improve learning performance [29].

2.2 Problem-based learning

Problem-based learning (PBL) was pioneered by Barrows and originally used for medical education [3]. Over the years, the model has been adopted to teach concepts in other disciplines like architecture, law and business management [19][8][21]. PBL has also been identified as an efficient pedagogy for engineering education, where engineering professions constantly deal with uncertainty, and with incomplete data and competing demands from clients, governments, environmental groups, and the general public [15].” Studies show that PBL compensates learners with the engineering knowledge and skills they obtained despite the greater amount of work. Despite the greater amount of work, it was revealed that students learning with the PBL approach not only were benefited in the content area but also in generic skills such as leadership, analytical thinking, conflict management, and decision
making [17]. Another study also shows that PBL is a promising approach in limited timed training, where a short time PBL training can be very effective when associating with technology projects [24].

2.3 Hands-on Lab environment

Our PBL lab system with KG guidance is built on a cloud-based cybersecurity hands-on lab environment [Reference is suppressed for review]. The goal of the lab environment was to allow students to access a remote and geographically distributed didactic lab environment with maximal flexibility. It provides a contained experimental environment for hands-on experiments using cloud-based virtualization technologies. The system can be securely accessed remotely through an interactive Web GUI by both instructors and students. This system enables learners to have full control of a lab environment. It enables them to conduct any lab tasks within the environment by accessing it through a pure Web GUI without installing any client or plugin.

2.4 Knowledge Graph

Knowledge graphs play an important role in many applications such as question answering and recommendation because of their rich structural information. In the education domain, knowledge graphs are often used for subject teaching and learning and are integrated into intelligent tutoring systems [18]. To construct knowledge graphs, text mining and relation extraction are used as common approaches [22][13], but these approaches all have certain limitations [4].

3 Design and Development of the PBL lab system with KG guidance

To enable PBL in hands-on lab projects, we transform hands-on labs into a set of problems that need to be solved in each laboratory session. These problems are gathered and managed in the KG that we use the cutting-edge natural language processing approaches [2][25] to construct for each lab. This section described how a KG is constructed for each lab and how it is applied to guide learners to enable problem-based learning in hands-on lab projects.

The process includes 1) constructing a knowledge base by gathering knowledge in public domain and analysis the relation between different knowledge, 2) problem identification and problem statement generation from lab material, and 3) knowledge graph construction.

3.1 Knowledge Base Construction and Relationship Analysis

To construct the KG, a knowledge base is created by gathering and processing publicly available knowledge in the cybersecurity domain. We have designed a multi-agent-based crawler toolkit developed in Python, as shown in Figure 1. The system uses
Wikipedia articles and YouTube videos in the cybersecurity domain as knowledge sources in this study. Multiple agents are used to crawl the keyword glossary. All crawled data are eventually sent to a centralized server node which merge the entire data set from multiple worker nodes. Each worker instance dumps the data in a semi-structured schema which is later used to create the KG.

In order to analysis the relationship between knowledge in the knowledge base, word embedding is applied to represent the concepts as vectors in low dimensional space which is further used to detect similarities across multiple concepts. Studies on embedding with transformers have been popular in recent times. These Studies leverage pre-trained con- textual language models, i.e., BERT [7], XLNET [25], etc., which are grounded on the transformer architecture. These solutions achieve compelling performance on a wide variety of word embedding tasks [2]. Our solution modified the Xlnet word embedding model to derive semantically meaningful embedding from short phrases, instead of single words, as contextual phrases are a must to understand most cybersecurity concepts. It uses a cross-encoder procedure: two concepts are passed to the transformer network, and the target similarity value is predicted which is used to construct the Knowledge graph.

3.2 Problems Identification in Labs

Within our system, we create a cybersecurity lab repository available to instructors and students in our university. We create more than 50 cyber- security lab content based on computer network security courses in our school and used publicly available lab repositories, such as SEED lab [9]. Instructors are also able to upload their own new lab material into the lab repository at any time. To adopt these lab materials to PBL, we need to identify the cybersecurity problems implied in each lab. Thus, all lab materials are processed by instructors and broken down into a list of lab tasks. For example, "Packet Filter Firewall Lab" contains these tasks: 1. Prepare the lab environment. 2. Set up a network connection in the lab environment. 3. Install network software and service. and 4. Setup a stateless packet filter firewall.

We then transform each of these tasks into a problem statement, as shown in the second level of the knowledge in Figure 2. As these problem statements refer to real-world cybersecurity problems, our labs provide learners the experience of solving and analyzing real-world cybersecurity problems as PBL required.
3.3 Construction of Knowledge Graph

To construct a knowledge graph for labs in our lab repository, each lab is tagged with key concepts by matching the lab material with concepts we identified in Section 3.1. After gathering these concepts, we can calculate the similarities between concepts and lab problems we identified in section 3.2 using the word embedding similarity calculation model from Section 3.1. After successfully mining YouTube video and cybersecurity glossary keywords from Wikipedia, we are then able to generate a knowledge graph for each lab in our system. One example Knowledge Graph is shown in Figure 2. The root node of the KG is the lab’s name, second-level nodes are the problem statements identified in the lab based on lab tasks and requirements, and leaf nodes are cybersecurity concepts related to each problem statement node in the second level. This knowledge graph is then provided to learners during training in web GUI. Learners can utilize the KG as guidance to solve the problems by studying and researching the cybersecurity concepts in the graph.

3.4 Knowledge Graph as PBL Guidance

With the Knowledge Graphs stored in a graph data structure, we visualize the graphs in an interactive GUI to guide learners. In the interactive KG UI, learners are first presented with the problems identified in Section 3.2. These problems are the core of the PBL process, and they transform the lab system into the facilitator role in the PBL model. Since all the problem statements in each KG are identified and generated following the inner logic of the corresponding lab, KG is able to preserve the correlation and dependency between these problems. When learners follow the KG guidance to solve the problems, they are able to trace the relationship between the problems and gain cybersecurity knowledge and skills in an organized manner and better understand the correlation between different skills. As the facilitator of PBL, KG is responsible for supporting, guiding, and monitoring each learner’s learning process. The KG can achieve these tasks by providing cybersecurity concepts directly related to each problem based on Section 3.3 result. In a KG, all related concepts are present to learners in one single place in a consolidated fashion. From the most basic concepts like IP address and user privilege to advanced knowledge like network virtualization and advanced persistent threat, Learners can quickly explore all concepts required to solve a particular problem conveniently. Learners are able to have a clear overall view of the knowledge required during the problem-solving process. To further reduce the time learners will otherwise spend investigating what they need to know and how and where to access required information, our KG UI also provides them with rich learning materials for each concept. These materials including the definition of the specific concept, tutorial/manual, example/application of the concept in the cybersecurity domain, and other resources available, like related Labs in our system, Wikipedia link, and even YouTube videos that explain the concept, as shown in the right part of Figure 2. YouTube video is to be highlighted here, as appropriate, vetted, and factually right video content can facilitate deep thinking in students to a great extent. These rich materials help learners to be more confident and more focused on the problem-solving process, key concepts, and their reflection of the problem, all three are critical elements in the PBL model. As a result, the guidance provided by KG can enhance learners’ content knowledge while simultaneously allowing the development of their problem-solving, critical thinking,
better understanding, and retention of knowledge and self-directed learning skills.

4 Experiment Design and Analysis

4.1 Experiment Design

The goal of PBL lab system with KG guidance is to create a meaningful learning guide to help students address practical security issues and accomplish lab tasks. This system provides an effective platform to educate students on a comprehensive set of concepts and criteria that provide a tangible problem-based learning experience. To this end, we investigate the following research questions (RQs) for the KG-based hands-on lab system:

- RQ1: Why do professional trainees use the PBL lab system with KG guidance? (Motivation)
- RQ2: How do professional trainees solve problems in the PBL lab system with KG guidance? (Problem based learning experience)
- RQ3: Do professional trainees keep using this PBL lab system with KG guidance for professional development in the future? (User satisfaction)

We design a qualitative study that focused on investigating the research questions in this study. The design of semi-structured interview questionnaires in Table 1 is used to investigate professional trainees’ behavior and perception on using the PBL lab system with KG guidance, which is based on the existing qualitative study on investigating students’ behavior and perception on using a designed education system for computer science education [20]. We highlight participants’ feedback on using the KG-based lab system for solving a specific problem. Additionally, we collect participants’ background information at the beginning of the interview. Such background information contains the participants’ education/professional experience in cybersecurity.

4.2 Data Collection

The experiment is situated in a week-long professional development event aiming to introduce researchers, educators, and other working professionals with content and domain knowledge of cybersecurity and help them develop problem-solving skills for cybersecurity. During the event, participants were asked to finish 2 to 4 hands-on labs recommended by the system. We recruited 9 of the participants from those who had completed the professional development event as interviewees as shown in Table 2, where three interviewers (around 33%) are female professionals, three interviewers work in an industry with a graduate degree in Cybersecurity. Our interviewees were a random sample, and we interviewed every trainee who expressed their interest in this research and included all interviews in the analysis.

The interview was semi-structured with some pre-selected questions listed in Table 1. During the interview, all interviewers are flexible to dive deeper into any questions. They are encouraged to provide further context or relevant information when answering the listed questions. The interview started with a demo. Each trainee shared their computer screen and showed a list of lab output/results for a specific lab they finished during the professional development event.

Table 1. The pre-selected interview questions in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. What is a specific purpose that you find yourself for using this lab system?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. How seriously did you take the lab projects?
3. Did you learn something new from these hands-on lab projects?
4. Could you please briefly describe what you did by using this system?
5. Could you please give an example that you think the function of this system supports your learning during the lab project?
6. Do you think this knowledge graph covers the needed cybersecurity knowledge and concepts for the lab project?
7. Do you think the practice on hands-on labs helps and supports you to solve practical problems in real life?
8. Do you think the practice on hands-on lab projects helps/supports you in learning about cybersecurity? (Give detailed example)
9. Do you think the practice of hands-on lab projects improves your awareness of cybersecurity?
10. How difficult were these lab projects compared to the projects you did for the same topic?
11. What’s the confident level of learning that you target?
12. What factors affected your choice of confidence levels?

During the demo, the trainees were also asked to explain the results in their own words so that inter-viewers could better understand their thinking process. The demo was included to observe student behaviors when using our PBL lab system live, which would offer another layer of analysis and rely on their answers to our follow-up questions, especially to analyze problem-solving behaviors during the lab process. After the demo, the interviewers first asked all the trainees if they have any questions or recommendations about the PBL lab system with KG guidance during their training. After that, the interviewer went over a list of pre-selected questions about the student’s experience with the PBL Lab system with KG guidance. These questions were related to the research question we aimed to investigate, as detailed in Section 4.1. The pre-selected questions used in the interview are listed in Table 1. Each interview takes approximately 15 mins, and all interview sessions are recorded for analysis later. Among the trainees, there are 3 female participants and 6 male participants, where 2 of them is a master student pursuing a master’s degree in computer science while the rest 7 of them are with a graduate degree in CS. There are 3 of the trainees working as professionals in the IT industry, while the rest 6 trainees are still studying and doing research at their university.

4.3 Analysis Methodologies

To analyze the collected data, we coded the transcripts of recorded interview audio files. We follow the open coding approach that used in the previous study [12, 20] to analyze the collected data. The open coding method is the analytic process that attaching the concepts (codes) to the observed data and phenomenon in qualitative data analysis [12]. In the study, two authors coded an interview transcript independently and then discussed them together under several rounds to ensure the standardized coding framework. Then, the coders coded the collected data independently and interpreted the participant’s responses by considering the semantic information of the entire interview. After coding all transcripts, the participants’ comments are extracted to address the research questions. Our analysis results are based on 10 codes representing participants’ feedback on using the PBL lab system with KG guidance. Table 3 shows the list of codes for each research question category. We explore the participants’ learning behavior...
using the PBL lab system with KG guidance by analyzing the relevant codes from the participants’ interview transcripts.

**Table 2. Participants Background.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants Background</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Male/Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Students</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A1, A2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD Students</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A3-A6, A-I-1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior Pro (I1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Pro (I2, A-I-1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1/1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* One female (A-I-1) Ph.D. student works also as a full-time senior professional in industry; thus, the total participants are nine.

**5 Experiment Results and Analysis**

This section presents the findings for the research questions by analyzing the collected data. The findings of how professional trainees use the PBL lab system with KG guidance are summarized from 3 perspectives (motivation, problem-based learning experience, and user satisfaction), which address the proposed research questions RQ1-RQ3 in Section 4.1.

**5.1 Motivation of Using PBL Lab system with KG Guidance**

For the motivation part, participants provide the purpose of using this PBL lab system with KG guidance that mainly focuses on creating a cybersecurity simulation environment, completing the group project practice, and supporting the learning experience. For instance, I1 said that “it’s convenient for me to deploy any virtual infrastructure remotely,” and the senior professional in industry I2 stated that “(It is) a platform or tool which can quickly deploy, simulate, and verify my network and security architecture design easily.” A6 also highlights the purpose of using this system “to practice real-world problems that are related to cybersecurity and network security.” Differently, the A2 and A3 are motivated by the functions that support group projects. A2 said that “a passion that I also use those machines and in some of my research for work, where we need to work together as a group.” Additionally, A5 and A1 emphasized the usefulness of the KG function as “the Knowledge graph is a neat add-on to the learning experience. The mapping on related concepts and useful information at each node really helps to frame an overall concept map better”, and “the knowledge graph is also helpful... and provides a lot of resources for me to master this knowledge.”

**Take-away for RQ1:** The interview results suggest the similarity and difference between the professional participants from industry and academia on the motivation of using the PBL lab system with KG guidance. All participants expressed their perception of this system that is easy to use and useful. According to the theory of IT acceptance [1], the perceived usefulness and ease of use are the key factors that are positively associated with the usage of a new IT system. Thus, this PBL lab system with KG guidance might be accepted well by a broader range of users based on the findings in this qualitative study. Additionally, we noticed the different needs of using this system based on the role of participants, where the participants from academia emphasized the need of supporting collaborated work that is usually for a course study purpose, and the participants from industry focused on the functions that can
support deploy a project. There is not a significant difference among gender in the motivation of using this system. These findings will guide our future development on this PBL lab system with KG guidance to better address the needs of professional trainees.

5.2 Problem-based learning experience

The participants in academia and industry all showed their behavior on exploring the new knowledge and skillset in the system, which are guided by the KG function. For example, I1 said that “knowledge graph provides all this information in a consolidated fashion in one single place.” I1 also explained that “the knowledge graph basically helps students understand that correlation between different skills ... I can basically trace those dependencies and learn these in an organized manner.” Regarding how to solve a problem under the KG guidance, we found that the KG function gradually guides the trainee exploring from the basic level to the advanced level of knowledge to solve a problem. The representative quotes from A3 are: “I hardly understood the Linux environment and how to do the setup ... it (the KG) shows that what commands you should use for setting up a firewall, what does a firewall means, and it also gives a description. And then, it gives a link where you can go and watch, ... and then all the related ... when the tasks were given ... it was super easy because you know that knowledge graph actually have been traveled from the basic level to the further advanced level ... and gradually improve my knowledge in that area.”

Regarding their perceptions on the confidence level of solving a problem, most participants felt the lab practice in this study was at a moderate level and felt confident on solving a problem in this case study, where the KG guidance efficiently supports participants in learning cybersecurity knowledge and skill. The key factors that affected the choice of confidence levels were, as stated by A5, “the visualization of the related terms across concepts helps the user in identifying new concepts to learn... KG brings all the relevant information in one place for students to enable effective learning.” Only one participant (A2) reported that he might not be so confident at the beginning, and A2 said that “I ended up retaining and learning more than I thought I was, so it was very beneficial.” A3 explained how to build up the confidence gradually under the KG guidance as: “before I started it, I wasn’t that much sure, like say 20% or so, but after reading the material once ... it was boosted my confidence to around 50-60%, but when I actually did it... go back to the material again ... followed each step carefully, I think I could do most of the part.”

In addition, all participants agreed that their awareness of cybersecurity was increased. Specifically, the industry participants suggested that an advanced level of KG function that including attack scenarios could better support the needs of industrial practice.

Take-away for RQ2: The interview results reveal that the KG function facilitates exploring and obtaining knowledge, organizes the correlated skills for tasks, and effectively supports learning and problem-solving processes. Based on the results, the design of KG function well organized the knowledge/skills covered in a task into a big picture, for example, as shown in Figure 2, which prevented the trainee from being trapped in microscopic perspectives with an isolated problem/knowledge units and guided the trainee to deliver a comprehensive big picture for the target task. The existing study on cybersecurity education [5] also proves that the KG’s multi-layer, multi-
dependencies design can help to build a knowledge network instead of isolated knowledge units. The participants suggest an advanced knowledge graph, which covers more cybersecurity concepts, dependencies, and cybersecurity attack scenarios.

In addition, we noticed that the behavior (as stated by A3) that mapping the cybersecurity knowledge learning with the hands-on problem learning contributes to increasing the trainee’s confidence level. According to the existing study, the decrease rates of newly acquired knowledge are lowered down by consolidating hands-on learning with cognitive learning [10]. Thus, this PBL lab system with KG guidance might have an advantage in supporting trainees’ earning success in the long term, which can be possible future work. All the findings from the interview bring up our future work of a more accurate way of gauging the trainee’s PBL in this system.

5.3 User Satisfaction

All participants preferred using the PBL lab system with KG guidance for other projects in the future. The participants from the industry emphasized the supports for solving real-life problems. For instance, I2 said that “the labs allow me to easily design and deploy a small to mid-scale net-work security architecture. I can use the deployment to verify my design for feasibility and give it a small-scale performance test.” Additionally, I1 said that this PBL lab system with KG guidance “definitely helps understand the different ways an attacker can enter your network, and what are the actions you can take to defend against those kinds of attacks, ... so it definitely helps in improving the security of the data as well as infrastructure in my day-to-day job setting.” The participants from academia underlined the need to learn cybersecurity knowledge and resource since such supports could help them better prepare cybersecurity skills for the job market as A4 said that “as the Cybersecurity concepts are understood and visualized better with solving practical problems around the concepts. This also prepares students for better practical engineering jobs associated with graduation.

Take-away for RQ3: This part of the interview focuses on investing in the desire for system usage. The participants in this study showed differences in the interested cybersecurity tasks. The findings reveal that the trainees perceived a good performance of tasks by using this PBL lab system with KG guidance. According to the existing study, a fit between technologies and users’ tasks can enhance the task performance [11], and then motivates to use the system for learning [14]. These findings well guide our future development of this system on generating a personalized knowledge graph that better supports the individual trainee’s task.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This study applied Problem-based learning in a cybersecurity lab environment and created a knowledge graph as PBL guidance for learners. We observed each trainee’s problem-solving process in the PBL lab system with KG guidance and studied the similarity and difference of motivations between participants from industry and academia background. We also explored how the functional design of KG facilitates the knowledge acquisition process and enhances the trainee’s confidence level by consolidating hands-on lab-based learning with cognitive learning (concepts/knowledge in KG). All participants shared the eagerness to continue training in cybersecurity and were all interested in using our PBL lab system with KG guidance for future training. The findings in this study also identified the
urgency of developing a more advanced and complete cybersecurity knowledge base that covers most cybersecurity concepts and training scenarios. A personalized knowledge graph for an individual trainee is also required to gauge the problem-based learning experience in this system more accurately. Lastly, since this study only samples on a small group of participants in a professional training event, the study base is very limited. In the future, to cover more participants, especially university students, we want to carry out more studies in a university classroom environment to further investigate the effect of PBL in the cybersecurity education and keep improving our PBL lab system with KG guidance.
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